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Quarter Tech continued to dominate play as the forward and backfield lines played together beautifully and kept the ball away from Brown much of the time. Further scoring was thwarted only by many good saves by the visiting goalie. Midway through the fourth quarter, Tech concerted on a relenting ball and placed it in the corner of the goal beyond the goalie's reach to increase the 'Hawks lead. At this point Brown pulled up its backhand line in a desperate attempt to score and with only a few minutes remaining, the Tech's center forward scored on a fast break, to narrow the score to the final gun sounded.

Segovia again Stands Out

Particularly outstanding were Rudy Segovia '58, probably the top goaler in New England, and fullback Eddie Changkasiri '59. Segovia made many brilliant saves as he has been doing all season and Changkasiri continually broke up the Brown attacks single handedly. The forward line of Bert Johnson '59, John Rice '60, Peter Villaviciencio '59, Named Penna '59 and Ernesto Macaya '63 came again proved too skillful for the opposing defense as they consistently moved the ball deep into the Brown territory. The backfield line of Andrew Villalba '59, Earl Reeninck '58 and Hiker Warner '59, provided the forward line with many fine passes and showed relentless hustle at midfield to make the difference in the game.

The Beavers' teamwork was particularly sharp in this and has steadily improved as the season has progressed. This will be a strong factor when the Terriers meet a tough Dartmouth squad tomorrow at 1:30 p.m. on Briggs Field to end the regular season play.

Slavecki in Sloop Championship; Defeats Six In New London Races

Varnies skipper Jerry Roslewitz '59 walked off with the first annual New England sloop championship last Saturday. Sailed at New London in the 24 foot Zeebras of the Coast Guard Academy with crew Jan Northby '59, Bob Blusser '60, and Charlie Baker '59, downed six other skippers to win the title.

MIT and Brown were the only colleges not to foul out at least once; the other teams lost precious points in other ways. Dartmouth and Yale were: MIT, Brown, Harvard, Trinity, Boston College, Coast Guard and Yale. Spinnakers were used in the race, and each college was represented by a crew of four.

ADDITIONAL READING

SOKORSKY AIRCRAFT

A SOKORSKY AIRCRAFT REPRESENTATIVE IS COMING IN PERSON TO TELL YOU HOW TO HITCH YOUR ENGINEERING FUTURE TO A HELICOPTER-

Please make an appointment through your College Placement Office for an Interview!

THURS. & FRI. NOV. 21 & 22

OPPORTUNITIES AT DU PONT CONTINUE TO GROW FOR ALL KINDS OF ENGINEERS AND SCIENTISTS

Career opportunities at Du Pont are greater today than ever before because of the Company's continued growth. In 1957, Du Pont's sales were at the 52 billion level. Four new plants were being built. New research programs were being launched, and new products were moving into the production and marketing stage. All of these developments tend to broaden the opportunities at Du Pont for the young scientist and engineer.

ALL KINDS OF ENGINEERS

Students with chemical engineering and chemistry degrees are needed, of course. But the opportunities are equally grand for students majoring in many other fields. And the type of work for these men varies greatly. Among other things, Mechanical engineers work in research and development as well as in plant engineering and production supervision.

Metallurgical engineers conduct studies in metal fatigue and corrosion and engage in fundamental research into the nature and properties of metals.

Civil engineers have many assignments, including design and supervision of the construction of Du Pont plants and laboratories.

Men studying for degrees in electrical, mining, petroleum, industrial and many other specialized fields of engineering will find equally challenging outlets for their talents at Du Pont.

If you're interested in finding full scope for your abilities, Du Pont offers you plenty of opportunity.

Du Pont Training Tailored to Individual

Each of Du Pont's operating departments has its own training program because each has special requirements. But both formal and informal programs are tailored to the interests and needs of the individual.

Generally, you go to work on an assignment at once and start learning right away. This headstart on responsibility is an important factor in your progress. Based on your qualifications, you're given one segment of a project to tackle almost immediately. You learn quickly and informally in consultation with your supervisor and other engineers on the same project. This training is supplemented by frequent meetings, seminars, studies of plant operations and procedures.

And since Du Pont is interested in the progress of the individual, your performance is evaluated at regular intervals by your supervisor. These discussions bring out your strong and weak points and together you work out a program for improvement. This training and evaluation continues year after year as you advance in the Company.

SEND FOR INFORMATION BOOKLET

Find out about jobs at Du Pont are yours. For the ability subjects include: chemical, civil, metallurgical, mechanical, electrical, and instrumentation and industrial engineers at Du Pont; atomic energy; technical sales, research and development. Name the subject that interests you in a letter to Du Pont, 2254-B Nemours Building, Wilmington 98, Del.